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This book targets children between 4 to 6 years old.

It raises awareness in children regarding their everyday
life habits and experiences with technology, seeing the

consequences of both good and bad ways of balancing in
life. 



Fadi is a 6 year old lazy boy
 who stays on his Ipad all day long.

He doesn’t interact 
 in family gatherings.





He doesn’t even play sports like
football, basketball, swimming or

park games. That’s why Fadi is
always sick. 





Rami is Fadi’s twin brother. He
uses his IPad sometimes, not as

much as Fadi. 
He plays sports with his friends

and studies on a daily basis. 





 He visits his family members and
goes to his “Beit Jeddo” several

times a week, unlike Fadi. 



One day, Fadi and Rami had a
mathematics test. Rami was
studying, but Fadi was not. 

Guess what?!





 He was sitting on his sofa and
playing on his IPad as usual. 

So, Rami started encouraging him
to study and asked him: “ Fadi,
come on! You have to study in
order to become an excellent

student”. But Fadi didn’t care. 



Then, his mom enters and talks to
him saying: “ Fadi, my lovely boy,

you have to start studying in order
to get an A in your exam. Come on!

I will get you a big gift if you do
well.” Again, Fadi refuses and
continues playing on his IPad. 





 
The next day, during the exam,

Rami was solving and doing really
well, while Fadi was playing with
the exam paper. So, the teacher
screams at Fadi: “Come on Fadi!
Start solving your exam please.”





They got their exams back, Rami
got an A+ and was rewarded with a
very big gift from his parents. He

became the star of the class! 



 
But, Fadi failed the exam because
he didn’t study for it and he was
playing on his IPad all the time. 





 
This made Fadi feel so angry

because he wants to be like his
brother Rami. He wants to be the
star of the class and get a gift. 



 

 So, Fadi started to play with Rami
and his friends, but he still spent

time on his IPad.





 

Then Fadi became just like Rami, a
good and active boy. He plays

sports, studies, visits his friends
and “Beit Jeddo” every day, and
plays with his IPad for 2 hours a

day only.



 

At the end of the school year, Fadi
became the star of the class and
got an A+ grade. His parents were
so proud of him and brought him

gifts every time he achieved
something new. 


